Abstract
innovation in communication and information technology with foreign policy and diplomacy.
On the other hand, Melissen (2005) considers the development of this diplomacy mainly as a result of the progress of communication and information technology. "All these developments give opportunities to redefining the public diplomacy in conditions of an active role for the public instead of passive objects of foreign policy governmental strategies" (Melissen 2005:30) .
The world is nowadays living sunk deeply into the electronic digital telecommunication technology which Deibert (2002:27) calls hypermedia. "However, the information explosion increases the need of increasing the reliability of information" (Potter 2002:23) . It has also brought the democratization of foreign policy, because communication with the foreign public has also increased the transparency of foreign policy and at the same time has facilitated the possibility for manipulation attempts. Wolton (2009) says that the internet is an ocean of information, but there is a permanent question about how to establish relations with someone in a more easy, free and original way, because in this versatile communication channel, everyone communicates about everything, whereas reliability needs enhancement (Wolton 2009:53) . "The internet is a great space of freedom, but also a huge On-line Journal Modelling the New Europe Issue no. 26/2018 112 financial, criminal, mafia, propagandist perversity, the greatest warehouse of noise and manipulations when the essential information is not confirmed" (Wolton 2009:55) . In public cyber space, the individual emerges into the space of public discussion, but the individual also emerges as a community, so community and collective speaking increases. It is a sort of democracy that goes downwards from state decision-making to community decision-making.
"This virtual public space starts from the local one to the global one and it could be whether international or supranational" (Fuga 2013 ).
The daily communication is no longer the privilege of elites (political, military, economic etc.) of a country and its governance structures which were usually thought to have too much information, but a large public is being formed with the widespread of the word and the traditional media sight (Hyavard 2001:20) This kind of message exchanging space aims for the creation of relations, which is the foundation of today's public diplomacy. As career diplomat George Kennan (1997) says, despite the fact that the foundation of American diplomacy are the relations cultivated by the ambassadors, these days this diplomacy may be called "diplomacy without diplomats" (Kennan 1997:207) in the sense of the physical presence of diplomats in the host country. linked to Serbia, and many executive powers" (Đurić 2015) . The Serbian Prime Minister also made a similar statement (Vučić 2015) .
On the other side, the Kosovar party has as well expressed to have reached great achievements with the conclusion of this agreement, denying that Serbian Municipalities shall have executive powers (Deutsche Welle, 2015) , because with this agreement, the sovereignty of Kosovo is finally established even in the Municipalities inhabited by Serbs in the North of Kosovo. Foreign Affairs Minister Hashim Thaci states that the signing of this agreement marks "de jure the recognition of Kosovo by Serbia and that the Serbian delegation signed this agreement after great international pressure" (Tači, 2015) . A similar statement is made by the Prime Minister of Kosovo.
The interpretation and the argumentation by government and nongovernment actors, including the media, are completely different for the same issue.
The message receiver
In political communication, a message addressed to the public, aside from informing, intends to influence, convince, sometimes manipulate, orientate and encourage to act. Even the messages in the case of this political agreement, apart from informing, aim to influence the receiver of the message. In this case, the message is drafted in such a way that the effect would lie over some heterogeneous public, because the same message is addressed: to the internal public from whom the vote is required; the country's opposition so as to neutralize and minimize its critics; to the foreign chancelleries, especially to Brussels as the mediator; the opposing party, which in this case is either Pristina or Belgrade. While formulating such a message, the political actor wants to be all-inclusive, first of all interlocking a message liked by the electorate, but saying the reality or at least a piece of it, so it will not provoke the opponent or the mediator who may disprove if the statement has a great diversion from reality; to save the tranquillity of the opposition; to prove oneself as a good political manager.
In such cases, finding a common denominator about the content of a drafted message is difficult and the information is more of a public relations message than a message close to reality. In other words, in this case, a massage is done to the message in order to make it more preferable to the message receiver's preferences.
Political communication and message transformation
The problem that arises here extends into pragmatic moulds of political 
Communication classics
In the European cultural tradition, the studies concerning the relations between politics, political communication, convincing language or rhetoric can be encountered in Ancient Greece, in the 5 th -4 th centuries BC. This communication is often international because of the geopolitical specifics in the city-sates of the time. Plato (427-347), since that time required education in order to govern, said let's invent with our discussions the method to educate the warriors (soldiers) (Plato 1999). Moreover, he supported the idea of taking the power even through manipulation. "A man must want to seem fair and this probably makes one seize the governance of the state; you shall do good to your friends and bad to your enemies and this way you shall glorify Gods and shall be zealous to them; this is how you could do good more than a fair man could and it looks as if Gods love you more than the fair man" (Plato 1999:59).
It looks as though even at that time the methods of political communication were well known, while the advanced level of convincing methods, oratory as well as propaganda, is obvious. "And, in order to hide our rogueries, we shall hatch plots and there are masters who are ready to teach the art of eloquence and jurisprudence science and with their help we will partially convince the others and we will partially use the force with them and being the wealth, company, honesty, glory, art, ability, fear, admiration, jealousy, what they love and hate; …the good: good is the thing that is bad for the enemy -opponent, good is the things that deserves praise, the thing that is appreciated more by the others, good is the thing that is resolved easy, the thing that is desired, the thing that gladden friends, the thing that is chosen to be done by those we greed" (Aristotle 2002:58).
Rhetoric, according to Aristotle, is the ability to make use of what could be convincing at any given time and for these special convincing abilities are required not only speaking and sentence formulation, but also good personal attitude, intonation, looks etc. The present time of media development reminds us that media effects are not only words, but also appearance, the finding, the moment etc. It is not enough knowing only what should be said, but also knowing the way it should be said (Aristotle 2002:265). Aristotle's advice of that time applies today to those that treat public relations.
Opposing Plato, Aristotle sees rhetoric as a dialectic with the tools of general knowledge not of any special science. From the Aristotelian point of view, rhetoric differs from political propaganda because it does not require to impose ideas in the absence of critical access, but rational justifications. In contrast to science, which relies on truth, rhetoric refers to the actions in which sentiments, uncertainty and hopes play an important role in the formulation of judgments. The fact that human evaluations interact with entities and constituent materials helps explain why political rhetoric should always remain unscientific (Diodato 2003:22) . This is the reason why in the third book he writes that if fraud applies as a truth, then the truth could not be trusted (Aristotle 2002:233 the press constituting an imperative element of the democratic system. Moreover, Thomas
Jefferson considered the press as "the best instrument to brighten the human mind" (Bivins 2004:4) . This shows that since the ancient Greece's direct communication, and after Gutenberg, we have yet another revolution in the spreading of the political message, and the press also enters as a political factor. However, later on, this assessment changed starting with Lippmann (1922) , Dewey (1955) and the increasing voices and beliefs that the media do not play an influencing and mainly positive role in the democratic processes anymore.
Afterwards, we also have the assessment that the media turned from a reality description tool into a reality creation tool (Berger & Luckmann 1966) , and with television it is absolutely notable how this media, from a reality recording tool, creates a new social reality (Bourdieu, 1998) . On the other hand, the individual, as explained by Goffman (1959) , constantly tries to play their role aiming to present themselves as well as possible in everyday life. Even in the 21 st century, political communication where countries successfully enter into relations with other countries, or as it is preferred to be called today, global governance, includes complex technical tools for the management of people. In other words, global governance represents a power system, recognition, depending on the strategic orchestration of human freedom, within which dynamic and complex networks of governance are formed.
These networks operate through strategic manipulations of diverse principles of society; this orchestration requires detailed knowledge of the population and the area where they live (Dillon 2003:135) .
Thus, in our case, the state recognizes its citizens' preferences and that is why it intends to deliver such a message which on the one hand would fulfil their preferences regarding the internal regulation of the state of Kosovo, and on the other hand, would not incite the discontent of the international community. 
Media contiguity with politics and media plurality
Regarding media contiguity and their attitude in supporting one or the other side, in these days of market and commercialization when the media, just like businesses, intend to profit or they face a survival crisis, their corruption can occur. Communication during previous eras of pluralistic democracy was relatively uncorrupted by the latest technologies (Bennett & Manheim 2005:281) . Nowadays, with the multiplication of possibilities to possess a medium which the internet has facilitated, this problem is even more present. The level of media corruption is much higher now than it used to be in the past. The interaction between the media system and society often happens to be a confrontation of different realities, fragmented either within the society or the media system in a country. The importance of political communication for the citizens depends, first of all, on the decisionmaking power toward the local community and on the structure of the state (Lang 2003) . And this importance in our analysed reality is quite huge because we are talking about the internal functioning of the state where within the state another entity is being formed, a Serbian how Luhman (2000) explained this; according to him, the code of media system and the difference between information and no information is that the social system works with the information. Therefore, the system is forced to have new information and the repetition of the information becomes an event. After these events, the information is needed again and this gives rise to the need for new information (Luhman 2000:18) .
Political actors, in this case, seek to follow the preferences of various types of public to whom the message is addressed, and to create a close connection with the social reality.
The message receiver, according to Wolton (2009) , refuses the information that concerns them whereas the individual, the people, would like to get their vision of the world.
Conclusion
In the era of continuous bombing by multiple information, the individual consumes too much information. Most of this information goes through a massaging process of the political message. For some of it, considering that the distribution time of the information is 24 hours, the receiving is continuous and selective at the same time. Nowadays, the individual receives the message when they want to, not through prime time when the others serve it, but when they have time for it, my time. Following consumer preferences, the information conventionally known as objective and managed information, loses even more the thin distinctive line. Media and the political actor already follow more the preferential reality of political and mediated consumer, than the social reality. 
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